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Summary. — Recent top quark properties measurements made with the CMS
detector at the LHC are presented. The measurements summarized include spin
correlation of top quark pairs, asymmetries, top quark mass, and the underlying
event in top quark pair events. The results are compared to the standard model
predictions and new physics models.

1. – Introduction

The top quark, with its high mass, provides unique measurements in collider physics.
It has a lifetime that is shorter than the hadronization time scale. Therefore, its “bare”
quark properties are accessible such as spin, charge, and mass. The LHC Run I mea-
surements presented in this paper include top quark pair tt spin correlation (sect. 2),
asymmetries (sect. 3), and top quark mass (sect. 4). In addition, a first look at the
underlying event in tt events produced in proton-proton collisions at the LHC with a
center of mass energy

√
s = 13TeV is presented in sect. 5.

2. – Spin correlation of top quark pairs

Heavy quark spins are correlated in heavy quark production by QCD. Top quarks
decay in a timescale shorter than the spin decorrelation timescale mt/Λ2

QCD ∼ 3×10−21 s,
so that the spin correlation information is propagated to the decay products [1]. This
correlation can be measured with or without reconstructing the tt system. The double
differential tt cross section with respect to the top and top antiquark decay angles is
proportional to 1 + α+C cos θ+ cos θ−. Here, θ+ is the angle between the top quark and
the positively charged lepton (in the tt rest frame) and θ− between the top antiquark
and the negatively charged lepton. The correlation coefficient, C, is proportional to the
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spin correlation strength (A) and the product of the spin analyzing powers of the decay
particles, α+α−. The spin analyzing power for each decay product at next-to leading
order (NLO) is given in [2]. Charged leptons have the highest spin analyzing power
(99.8%), therefore measuring the spin correlation is easiest in the di-lepton channel where
both the top and the top antiquark in the event decay to lepton-neutrino pairs. The
down-type quarks have relatively large spin analyzing power (96.6%), while the up-type
quarks have only 30%. Moreover, it is difficult to distinguish up- and down-type quarks.
Because of these reasons, measuring the spin correlation in the lepton + jets channel is
more difficult than in the dilepton channel. The spin correlation strength, A, depends on
the basis selected for spin-quantization, the final state, and is given by the asymmetry of
the number of aligned and anti-aligned top and top antiquark spins. A basis and channel
independent quantity, the fraction of tt events with the SM prediction of spin correlation
f can be defined as f = N tt

SM/(N tt
SM + N tt

uncor) where N tt
SM is the number of tt events

that display SM spin correlation and N tt
uncor indicates the number uncorrelated tt events.

The spin correlated fraction, f can be used to determine Ameas
basis using the SM value of A

determined for the selected basis and channel, ASM
basis with Ameas

basis = ASM
basisf .

The most recent and precise measurements of the spin correlation variables in dilep-
ton [3] and lepton + jets [4] channels using CMS [5] data corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 19.5 fb−1 are summarized below.

In the dilepton channel, the spin correlation is measured using three different asym-
metry variables. These asymmetries are defined through the asymmetries of different
angular variables (β) constructed from the two final state leptons

(1) Aβ =
N(β > 0) − N(β < 0)
N(β > 0) + N(β < 0)

.

Here, β is taken to be |Δφ�+�− | − π/2, cos θ∗�+ cos θ∗�− , or cos ϕ. The asymmetry, AΔφ

is used to discriminate between SM and uncorrelated tt spins and defined using the
opening angle between the two leptons in the lab frame, Δφ�+�− . The second asymme-
try variable Ac1c2 that provides a direct measurement of the spin correlation coefficient
Chel = −4Ac1c2 is defined using the helicity angles, c1 = cos θ∗�+ and c2 = cos θ∗�− . The
helicity angle, θ∗� , is defined to be the angle of the lepton and its parent quark (or anti-
quark) momentum direction in the tt center-of-mass frame, i.e. the helicity frame. The
third asymmetry variable, Acos ϕ, provides a direct measurement of the spin correlation
coefficient D = −2Acos ϕ where ϕ is the angle between the two lepton momenta in their
respective parent top and antiquark’s rest frames. These three asymmetries are measured
inclusively and differentially with respect to invariant mass (Mtt), rapidity (|ytt|), and
the transverse momentum (ptt

T ) of the tt system. The data is corrected to the parton
level using an unfolding procedure. The unfolded and normalized inclusive cross section
vs. |Δφ�+�− |, AΔφ vs. Mtt, and Ac1c2 vs. Mtt are displayed in fig. 1. The data is found
to agree well with SM predictions with the dominant systematic uncertainty being the
top quark pT modeling. This uncertainty becomes smaller in the double-unfolded dis-
tribution, AΔφ vs. Mtt. From the measured asymmetries, the spin correlated fractions
(f) are obtained using the QCD NLO predictions including EWK corrections. The most
precise f value obtained (from AΔφ vs. Mtt) is 1.12 ± 0.06(stat) ± 0.08(syst)+0.08

−0.11(theor)
consistent with the SM prediction, i.e. f = 1.

In the dilepton channel, the measured tt spin correlation variables are also used to
search for hypothetical anomalous, flavor-conserving interaction between the top quark
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Fig. 1. – Spin correlation measurement in the dilepton channel at
√

s = 8 TeV [3]. Unfolded,
normalized differential cross section in bins of |Δφ�+�− | (left). The data over MC@NLO predic-
tions are displayed in the lower panel. A|Δφ

�+�− | and Ac1c2 in bins of Mtt (middle and right,

respectively). Comparisons to MC@NLO predictions (dashed histograms), SM NLO + EW pre-
dictions (solid histograms) and uncorrelated spins (dotted histograms). The statistical and total
uncertainties are shown with the inner and outer vertical bars on the data points. The QCD
scale variations are displayed with hatched bands.

and the gluon. This is done in a model independent fashion using top quark chromo-
magnetic and -electric moments assuming a particle exchange with a mass larger than
the mass of the top quark. No evidence for an anomalous ttg coupling is observed and
it is found that the real part of the chromo-magnetic dipole moment, Re(μ̂t) can only
assume values between −0.053 and 0.026, and the imaginary part of the chromo-electric
dipole moment, Im(d̂t) can only have values between −0.068 and 0.067 to be consistent
with observations.

Spin correlation measurement is more challenging in the lepton+jets channel due to
the smaller spin analyzing power of quarks, the difficulty in distinguishing jets from up
and down type quarks, and the lower resolution of jets compared to leptons. Because
of these reasons, a multi-varied method, the matrix element method, is employed to
make the measurement. In this method, the compatibility of an event with the SM
spin correlation or uncorrelated spin hypotheses (HSM and Huncorr, respectively) are
calculated using the following formula:

(2) P (xi|H) =
1

σobs(H)

∫
fPDF (q1)fPDF (q2)dq1dq2

(2π)4|M(y,H)|2
q1q2s

W (xi, y)dΦ6.

Here, q1 and q2 are the parton momentum fractions, fPDF (q1) and fPDF (q2) are the cor-
responding parton distribution functions (PDFs), s represents the square of the center-of-
mass energy of the colliding protons, and dΦ6 is the six-dimensional phase space element.
The transfer function denoted by W (xi, y) maps the reconstructed kinematic properties
x to parton level properties y (in three different detector regions in this particular mea-
surement). The leading order (LO) matrix element (ME) is denoted by M(y,H) in which
H is the SM or uncorrelated spins hypothesis. Using the MadWeight code [6], likelihoods
for the two hypotheses, P (Huncorr) and P (HSM ), are calculated for each event and the
negative log-likelihood ratio, −2 ln λevent = −2 ln[P (Huncorr)/P (HSM )], is used as the
discriminating variable. MadWeight partially corrects for the effect of the initial-state
radiation (ISR) using the overall partonic transverse momentum of the tt system. A kine-
matic fitter is used to select the four jets from the LO tt process as input to the LO ME
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Fig. 2. – Spin correlation measurement in the lepton+jets channel at
√

s = 8 TeV [4]. Template
fit to the data (left). Data are represented by squares. The dotted curve shows the overall
result. The contributions of the SM template, spin-uncorrelated signal, and the background are
displayed by the solid curve, the dashed curve, and the dash-dot curve, respectively. Sample
likelihood distributions in simulation calculated at the data set size (right). The arrow shows
the sample likelihood value obtained from the data. The dotted curve displays the mixture of
SM and spin-correlated events as determined from the template fit.

calculation. A fit to the SM and spin-uncorrelated likelihood ratio templates constructed
from simulated NLO events, the spin correlated fraction, f , and the background fraction
are extracted. Post-fit distributions are displayed in fig. 2. The resulting spin correlated
fraction is, f = 0.72± 0.08(stat)+0.15

−0.13(syst). In this measurement, the dominant system-
atic uncertainties are the jet energy scale, QCD scale, and the top quark mass. This
measurement represents the most precise result in the muon + jets channel and has a
precision close to the most precise result in the dilepton channel. The tt spin correlation
hypothesis as predicted by the SM is tested combining event likelihood ratios to construct
the sample likelihood ratio for SM and spin-uncorrelated hypotheses. It is found that
the data agree with the SM model within 2.2 standard deviations and agree with the
uncorrelated hypothesis within 2.9 standard deviations. Hypothesis testing and template
fit results are found to be consistent as shown in fig. 2.

3. – Top quark pair asymmetries

At NLO QCD, the interference between tree-level and box diagrams and the interfer-
ence between ISR and final-state radiation (FSR) cause a small charge asymmetry that
results in more widely distributed top quarks compared to top antiquarks at the LHC.
There are significant contributions from QCD-electroweak interference terms [7] and only
small contributions from quark-gluon scattering [8]. Using CMS data

√
s = 8TeV, charge

asymmetry is measured both by correcting the data for detector and acceptance effects [9]
and a template fit method [10]. In the template fit method, a new variable that changes
sign under the exchange of t and t is defined as Υtt = tanh Δ|y|tt, where Δ|y|tt is the dif-
ference of absolute values of top and top antiquark rapidities, |yt| − |yt|. The probability
density, ρ(Υ), could be expressed in symmetric (ρ+) and antisymmetric (ρ−) compo-
nents with ρ±(Υ) = [ρ(Υ)± ρ(−Υ)]/2. POWHEG [11] event generator with CT10 PDF
set [12] is used to construct the two components of ρ(Υ) that provides the base model
charge asymmetry, ÂΥ

c . Then, a generalized model can be defined from a linear combi-
nation of the symmetric and antisymmetric base model components ρ(α) = ρ+ + αρ−.
With this formulation, the asymmetry in data is equal to the base model with the free
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Fig. 3. – Charge asymmetry measurement in the lepton + jets channel at
√

s = 8 TeV [10]. The
symmetric component of Υrec

tt in the e + jets and μ + jets channels (left). The antisymmetric
component of Υrec

tt in the e + jets and μ + jets channels (right).

parameter α, i.e. AΥ
c (α) = αÂΥ

c . A template fit to the antisymmetric component is
made to extract α. The templates for the symmetric and antisymmetric components of
the base model for the e + jets and μ + jets channels, as well as the e + jets data pro-
jected along Υrec

tt
with the fitted model are displayed in fig. 3. Using both channels, the

combined charged asymmetry is measured to be Ay
c = [0.33 ± 0.26(stat) ± 0.33(syst)]%.

This result is the most precise charge asymmetry measurement. It is consistent with
the NLO QCD predictions but does not rule out the alternative models considered, i.e.
200 GeV and 2 TeV axigluons and Z ′ bosons. While the charge asymmetry measurement
gives the most precise inclusive result, the unfolded measurement also allows differential
measurements with respect to different kinematic variables such as the rapidity, trans-
verse momentum and invariant mass of the tt system both in full phase space and in a
reduced fiducial phase space [9]. All measurements are found to be consistent within two
standard deviations with a vanishing asymmetry and also with the SM predictions. The
differential measurements are also compared to a model with an effective axial-vector
coupling of the gluon [13, 14] with new physics scales of 1.5 and 2 TeV. It is found that
for mtt > 450GeV, the measured charge asymmetry is about 2 standard deviations from
the model with a scale of 1.5 TeV, while, measurements are still consistent within ∼1
standard deviations with the model with a 2 TeV new physics scale.

4. – Top quark mass

Recent measurements of the top quark mass using data taken at
√

s = 8TeV in
lepton + jets, all-jets, and dilepton channels by CMS yielded the most precise measure-
ments in each. These measurements combined with the published CMS measurements at√

s = 7TeV yields a top quark mass of mt = 172.44± 0.13(stat)± 0.47(syst)GeV with a
precision of 0.3% representing the most precise top quark mass measurement to date [15].
The dominant uncertainties are flavor-dependent jet energy corrections and b-jet mod-
eling. The dependence of top quark mass on event kinematics is also studied in the
lepton+ jets channel. This is important to determine perturbative and non-perturbative
effects that have different kinematic dependences in different parts of the phase space.
Variables sensitive to color connection, ISR/FSR, and b-quark kinematics are measured
and no indication of a kinematic bias has been observed. The data is found to be consis-
tent with theory predictions calculated using different MC generator and parton shower
codes.

The top quark mass measurements from direct reconstruction are dominated by un-
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Fig. 4. – Top quark mass measurement using J/ψ + μ mass distribution from tt events at√
s = 8 TeV [16]. Exclusive J/ψ in a tt process (left). Average fragmentation vs. the extracted

top quark mass fitted with a line (middle). Fit to the J/ψ+lepton signal invariant mass (right).
The log likelihood scale as a function of the top quark mass is shown in the inset.

certainties in jet energy scales and soft QCD modeling such as b-quark hadronization.
To minimize experimental uncertainties, an alternative top quark mass measurement
method was proposed in 1992 [17, 18]. In this method, the correlation between the
3-prong leptonic mass and the top quark mass is utilized. For the first time, this method
is applied by CMS [16] by measuring the top quark mass in the exclusive decay chan-
nel t → (W → �ν)(b → J/ψ + X → μ+μ− + X) (see fig. 4). Both tt and single top
processes are taken as signal. The J/ψ mass is reconstructed from the selected two
non-isolated muons from the same jet with pT > 4GeV. The J/ψ mass is required
to be in the 3–3.2 GeV window. The wrong lepton pairings in the analysis constitutes
51% of the events however these wrong pairings still have some useful correlation to
the top quark mass. Therefore, in addition to good pairings, the wrong ones are also
utilized. Finally, the reconstructed invariant J/ψ + μ mass distribution is fit to an an-
alytic function to extract the top quark mass. The MC simulations of the tt processes
utilized in this measurement are made assuming the Z2∗ tune [19]. Using the trans-
verse momentum of the B hadron pgen

T (B) relative to the jet the hadron belongs to
at the generator level pgen

T (jet), MJ/ψ+�(Z2∗,mt = 172.5GeV) is reweighted for dif-
ferent tunes. The dependence of the extracted top quark mass on the average frag-
mentation calculated with the average transverse momentum the B hadron and the jet
< pgen

T (B)/pgen
T (jet) > is shown in fig. 4. The default tune is found to be softer than

all other tunes. The P12 and other Z2∗ tune families are consistent with each other
within their statistical uncertainties. The Z2∗rbLEP tune which includes the B hadron,
Z boson momenta and mass measurements at LEP is chosen as the baseline tune. This
yields a shift, mt(Z2∗rbLEP ) − mt(Z2∗) = −0.71GeV. The resulting top quark mass
is mt = 173.53± 3.0(stat)± 0.9(syst)GeV extracted from the fit shown in fig. 4. Due to
the small branching ratio of the t → (W → �ν)(b → J/ψ + X → μ+μ− + X) process,
the measurement is statistically limited. This measurement method does not rely on
jets, therefore the experimental systematic uncertainties are kept at a minimum. The
most dominant systematic uncertainties are the modeling of the top quark transverse
momentum, b-jet fragmentation, and the MC generator that could be improved with the
new versions of generators. This is the first experimental result using this method. With
the next LHC runs and updated simulation codes, it could yield a measurement close in
precision to the direct mass measurements.

The quark mass values and the strong coupling constant, αs, are the free parameters
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The data is represented by point at the detector level and the theory predictions by lines. Sum

of charged pT vs. ptt
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of the QCD Lagrangian. Fixing αs and the PDF in a tt cross section calculation leaves
the top quark mass as the only free parameter which could be extracted by comparing
the results of the calculation to the inclusive tt cross-section (σtt) measurements. The top
quark pole mass vs. σtt at

√
s = 7 and 8 TeV are used. The likelihood for the predicted

dependence is determined using the TOP++ [20] program providing a next-to-next-to
leading order (NNLO) calculation employing NNPDF3.0 PDF set [21]. The product of
the likelihoods for the NNLO prediction and the experimental result is used to extract
the top quark pole mass by maximizing with respect to top quark mass and inclusive
cross section simultaneously. The mass extraction is done using three different PDF sets
separately, namely, NNPDF3.0, MMHT2014 [22], and CT14 [23]. It is found that the top
quark pole mass values are consistent using the three PDF sets. The measured values
at

√
s = 7 and 8 TeV are combined for each PDF set. The most precise top quark pole

mass, mpole
t = 173.8+1.7

−1.8 GeV is obtained by the PDF set, NNPDF3.0.

5. – A first look at the underlying event in top quark pair events at√
s = 13TeV

To test and improve modeling of tt event modeling, the underlying event properties
in tt events at

√
s = 13TeV in the μ + jets channel are studied [24]. This is done by

measuring the charged particle activity through the number of charged particles (N ch),
the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the charged particles (ΣpT ), and the av-
erage transverse momentum per charged particle (pT ). These variables are measured
in different regions defined relative to the tt system’s direction. Figure 5 displays the
N ch distributions for the different regions and the overall sample when the CUETP8M1
tune [25] is used and with the QCD scale twice the nominal is assumed. The figure also
displays < ΣpT > vs. the transverse momentum of the tt system measured at the detec-
tor level compared to predictions from POWHEG + Pythia8 [26] with the CUETP8M1
tune with the nominal QCD scale (Q2) as well as varied scales of (2Q)2, and (Q/2)2. The
data is also compared to the predictions from Powheg + Herwig + + [27] with the EE5C
tune. At this “first look” with the measurements made at the detector level, we conclude
that it is not necessary to have separate, dedicated heavy-quark underlying event tunes.
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6. – Conclusions

Measurements of top quark properties at CMS provide thorough tests of the SM.
Selected top quark properties and mass measurements from LHC Run I are presented
along with the first underlying event measurement at

√
s = 13TeV at the LHC.
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